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Multiphoton fragmentation of H2+ and D2+ with coherent and incoherent fields
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A theory of molecular photofragmentation is developed for coherent and incoherent light and for the case
where dissociation lifetimes of field-induced resonances are shorter than pulse lengths. Using a mixed repre-
sentation for the transition operator (a description of the initial state of the field with the coherent representa-

tion and of the final state with the number representation), we show how observables are modified at different

field regimes by Poisson distributions. Applications to H2+ and D2+ are presented and discussed. They include

line shapes and final distributions of kinetic energies for weak, intermediate, and strong fields. Results show

that the interference of resonance states plays an important role even after averages over the field phases have

been carried out to account for incoherent effects.

PACS number(s): 42.50.Hz, 33.80.Wz, 33.80.Gj

I. INTRODUCTION

The multiphoton dissociation of very simple molecular
ions (such as H2+ and D2+) using intense radiation fields is

being actively investigated [1—12]. New effects and mecha-
nisms are being predicted and observed, such as above-
threshold dissociation (ATD), bond softening (HS), vibra-
tional trapping (VT), etc. , and an appropriate theoretical
framework is being developed to understand these new phe-
nomena. It is well known that lasers operating above their
thresholds are described by a superposition of occupation
number states or Fock states; that is, they are not in a pure
photon number state. The greater the average occupation
number, the closer is the approach to the one in terms of a
classical electromagnetic field. Thus, phenomena involving
photon absorption and stimulated emission have been de-
scribed by a semiclassical time dependent Hamiltonian with
a uniform classical electric field in the dipole approximation.
This representation combined with an expansion in molecu-
lar states leads to a time independent description of photo-
dissociation in terms of Floquet blocks [13].It has the ad-
vantage of providing simple and intuitive explanations of
those phenomena, and leads to close-coupling (CC) equa-
tions easily solvable. Several methods for solving such CC
equations can be found in the literature [13,4,5,14]. Wave-
packet propagation methods [3,6] have also been applied to
the study of molecular photodissociation, and a collisional
time correlation function approach to the interaction of pho-
tons with polyatomic systems has been proposed for general
laser sources [15].

Theoretical treatments in this area have largely used the
number representation although some recent studies have in-
troduced the coherent-state representation [16]. This repre-
sentation was considered some time ago [17,18] for weak
fields. Very recently [9],we have also employed the coherent
representation for treating this photodissociation dynamics. It
was shown that the statistical distribution of both the ampli-
tude and the phase of the field modes plays a very important
role in the total photodissociation probabilities [9].Our aim

in this paper is to extend our treatment to the study of other
observables (such as absorption cross sections, resonance
widths and shapes, and final kinetic-energy distributions) and
to see how Poisson averages arising in the coherent repre-
sentation [19,20] modify them when going from weak-field
to very strong-field regimes. Only a single mode of the field
has been considered in order to simplify the discussion; this
approach is also suitable when the modes of the field are
independent.

Our starting point is the theory developed in Ref. [5].It is
a generalization of the artificial channel method [21] for the
calculation of direct photodissociation cross sections at
weak-field regimes. For radiative lifetimes of field-induced
resonances shorter than pulse lengths, the total photodisso-
ciation probability for a transition from an initial bound-
electronic state to a continuum electronic state is expressed
in terms of the corresponding transition matrix element [22].
This element is usually given in the number representation
and we obtain it from the CC equations in the semiclassical
limit. The next step is to pass to a mixed representation of
this element, that is, the final state of the field is described in
the number representation and the initial state of the field in
the coherent representation. The Poisson averages of the ob-
servables come from the average over the initial phase of the
field. This approach can be supported by the following argu-
ments. From an experimental point of view, intense 100 ps or
160 fs laser pulses [2] have been used in the domain of
optical frequencies. For these conditions, the dynamics pro-
ceed in the presence of radiation since dissociation times are
found to be shorter than pulse durations for the systems stud-
ied here. In other words, experiments are carried out under
continuous wave field conditions. Moreover, in the optical
domain, phase measurements are difficult [20] and pulses are
well represented by coherent signals with no knowledge,
however, of the initial phase (the field is said to be in a
random-phase-coherent state). The final state of the field is
given in the number representation because we know the
relative number of photons absorbed (or An = n; —nf) from
the experimental measurement of the final kinetic energies of
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the products and therefore the sum over the final number of
photons can be performed easily.

Finally, the phenomenon of isotope separation is also
studied within this formalism since at very strong-field re-
gimes the overlapping of resonances is important in the sepa-
ration and a study in terms of cross sections or branching
ratios should be more adequate than one in terms of isolated
resonances [10].

II. THEORETICAL FORMALISM

A. Coupled equations

1. Total Hamiltonian, interaction and states

In our model for the molecular photodissociation, we con-
sider only two electronic states of the system, denoted by
lg) (ground electronic state) and ld) (dissociative excited
electronic state). The corresponding internal molecular states
will be labeled by lg, u) and ld, e), respectively; u and e are
the vibrational quantum number and the relative kinetic en-
ergy. For simplicity, any change in the rotational quantum
number due to the interaction with the field is neglected (J-
conserving approximation). As concerns the radiation field,
its Hamiltonian will be expressed in terms of only one mode,
the active mode. This is again done to simplify the discus-
sion. The e.m. field state will be characterized either by its
photon occupation number ln) and energy nA, co or by a
coherent-state

l
n) which is defined as a normalized eigen-

state of the annihilation operator a; the corresponding eigen-
value is, in general, a complex number n=lnlexp(iP),
where lnl and @ represent the amplitude and phase of one
mode of the field, respectively. The transformation between
both representations is given by [20(a)]

Here TR is the kinetic-energy operator as a function of the R
variable, the dissociative coordinate. The functions Ugs(R)
and V„„(R) are the potential energies for the lg) and ld)
states; a and a~ are the photon annihilation and creation
operators, respectively; co is the laser frequency; ep is the
electric permittivity in the vacuum, and L is the volume of
the cavity. In Eq. (6) it has been assumed that the electric
field c~ is linearly polarized and the dipole moment p, of the
molecule is parallel to this direction [2] and a function of
the internuclear distance. The unperturbed states of
Hp =H +H d are described by direct products of a molecu-
lar state and a field state. The following notation will be
used: ls, n) —= ls)ln), where the index s is a collective one for
describing the molecular states.

Starting from the Schrodinger equation

(7)

where

E= n;fi, cu+ E'q+ E,= nffi, co+ Ed+ e,

with Ed=limV„„(R) for R—&~, and E' =Vgg(R, q), we are
going to express the equations governing this problem using
two different representations: the photon-number and the
coherent-state representations.

2. Photon-number representation

If the total wave function lW) is expanded in the photon-
number states according to

I+)= + l~)(nl+)

exp( —
l
nl'l2) n"

(nln) =
n1

and the coefficient functions are further expanded in the elec-
tronic states,

so that

exp( —nl')
l
n '"

1&~In) I'= (2)

(10)

We substitute it in Eq. (7), after premultiplying first by (ml
and then by (g l

and (dl, to get the following close-coupling
(CC) equations:

is a Poisson distribution of field intensities and is interpret-
able as the probability of finding n photons in a coherent-
state ln). The matter-field interaction will be considered
within the dipole approximation. In practice, as will be
shown later, the radiation-field gauge will be employed in
our calculations. Thus, we have for the total Hamiltonian

H=H +H„d+ V,

[T~+ Vgg(R) + m A. cu —E]lg, u, m) —i ( cÃpl2) p, dg(R)

&&[pm+ 1 ld, e, m+ 1)—gm —1 ld, e, m —1)]=0,

(»)

[T + V„„(R)+(m+1)@co—E]ld, e,m+ I)

with
—i ( 5'O/2) p, „g(R )[gm + 2

l g, u, m + 2 )

—~ml g, u, m)] = 0, (12)

H = g ls)[7', +V„(R)](sl,
s=g, d

H„,d= 6o)(a ~ a+ 1/2),

(4) where the orthogonality condition has been used for the field
and electronic states; p, dg(R) the corresponding transition
dipole moment and Zp the amplitude of the field given by

and

A co
V= —p(R). 8= —ip, (R) 3 (a —at).

2 GAOL j with

c~() =
tL EpC/
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cfL COI= (14) (d.e PITlg U. ~)= Z &Pm)&d e mlTlg U n)(nl~)
n, m=0

c being the light speed and I the intensity of the field. With
a convenient election of the origin of energy, the zero point
energy is not included.

Both absorption and stimulated and spontaneous emission
appear in Eqs. (11) and (12) because a quantized radiation
field is employed in this representation. However, as is very
well known, the nature of both emissions is different. In our
calculations we will be using a classical electric field and
therefore will not be describing spontaneous emission, which
appears only after quantizing the electromagnetic field. For
our purposes, this is not a problem because we are treating
photodissociation in strong fields (nearly monochromatic
with small fluctuations) and spontaneous emission is negli-
gible.

We must solve the CC equations with the proper boundary
conditions, to obtain bound vibrational states lgv) in the
ground electronic state and scattering states ldll) in the dis-
sociative state. The equations can describe multiphoton pro-
cesses because from their solution we can calculate the ma-
trix elements of the transition operator, (d, e, nfl Tl g v n'),
where nf and n; denote the final and initial number of pho-
tons of the field, via the collisional 5 matrix. The structure of
these CC equations is very typical and can be seen as formed
by blocks (Floquet blocks) [13]of dressed electronic states
corresponding to different photon occupation numbers, each
block containing two dressed states (for n and n+ 1 pho-
tons). When only the resonant transition block is considered
(a set of two CC equations), it leads to the rotating wave
approximation (RWA). Obviously, the number of Floquet
blocks (or CC equations) to be solved increases dramatically
with the intensity of the laser. For these cases, an isolated
resonance approximation (IRA) is no longer applicable and
instead absorption cross sections or photodissociation prob-
abilities (or branching ratios) must be calculated.

3. Coherent-state representation

Lasers operating above their thresholds are described by a
superposition of Fock states, that is, they are not in a pure
photon-number state. For these cases, the statistical distribu-
tion of both the amplitude and the phase of the field can play
a very important role in the final results. To study their roles,
it is advantageous to begin with the coherent-state represen-
tation of the field. Again, since the modes of the field are
independent only a single mode will be under discussion.
Two different approaches can be envisaged at this level. The
first one was derived in Ref. [18] within the RWA; the CC
equations were given in terms of the field variables after the
quantum-mechanical operators a and a" were replaced by c
numbers. They furnished simple analytical expressions for
the transition probabilities. This approach however seems
cumbersome for strong fields. Our recent approach [9] is
based on a change of representation. We can maintain all the
advantages of a description in a number representation and,
after passing to the coherent representation, a more direct
comparison with the experimental results can be done. Thus,
the transition matrix elements can be written using complete-
ness of the number states as,

or as

&d e mlTlg. v. ~)=X (d e mlTlg U.n)(n ~). (16)
n=0

since, in some cases, it can be useful to get a mixed repre-
sentation; that is, to represent the initial state of the field by
the coherent representation and the final state of the field by
the number representation.

H=H +IL 8'()cos(cut+ P), (17)

so that H is periodic in t. We develop the total wave function
in a Fourier series

%(q, R, t) =e ' ""g 4„(q,R)e'""' (18)

with

4 „(q,R) = P (q;R)y, , „(R)+P„(q;R)g„,„(R), (19)

where the P(q;R) functions represent the electronic wave
functions for the two electronic states depending on elec-
tronic coordinates (q) and the y(R) functions are the nuclear
wave functions with a subindex n noting the dependence on
the field states. Then, by substitution of Eqs. (17)—(19) in the
time dependent Schrodinger equation

8%(q,R, t)ih. =H' P(q, R, t)
Bt

(20)

and after integration over t, premultiplication first by
P*(q;R) and next by P„*(q;R) and again integration over
the electronic coordinates, we get the following semiclassical
coupled (SC) equations,

[TR+ Vgg(R)+ mk(o —F]yg, m(R) —(c&OI2) pds(R)

X[Xd. +,(R)+X„. , (R)]=0,

[T~+ Vdd(R) + (m+ 1)@co—E]yd, I+ ) (R)
—(Po/2) p,„s(R)[gg, m~2(R)+ yg, „(R)]= 0.

(21)

(22)

These SC equations have a very similar structure to the CC
equations, Eqs. (11) and (12); the two sets agree for m~) 1.
The integration of these equations can be done in coordinate
space, and very efficient algorithms can be applied to obtain
the solutions yg, and yd, . Information concerning the

4. The semiclassical approach

When strong fields are involved in the experiments, it is
quite natural to ignore the quantum description of the field
and to treat it classically by assuming a uniform electric field
cocos(cot+/) In thi.s context, the total Hamiltonian is time
dependent according to
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transition matrix elements, (d, e,n/ITIg, v, n;)sc is obtained
from such solutions [21].Moreover, to a very good approxi-
mation, the transition matrix elements in Eqs. (15) or (16)
can be replaced by the corresponding semiclassical ones.

B. Strong-field regime: Transition probabilities
and kinetic-energy distribution

For dissociation times shorter than pulse lengths, we can
obtain the total photodissociation probability for a transition
from an initial bound-state Ig, v, n;) to a continuum state

Id, e, n/) as [5]

(28)

where we have used the completeness of the i In, )) set. This
quantity Pd".',

~

(co,I) is the one to be compared to experi-

mental results with incoherent light generated with very
short pulses (for example, in the experiments with intense
laser fields used in Ref. [2]). It depends on the value of
In;, which can be extracted by fitting the intensity of the
fieId as [20(b)]

I(d, e, n/I TI g, v, n;) I

(23)
(29)

where we have denoted to the left that the CC probabilities
include coherence effects. The quantity in the integral can be
obtained directly by solving the CC equations and it is re-
lated to an 5 matrix in a very simple way [5].We prefer to
solve the SC equations instead of the CC equations and
therefore the square matrix elements of the T operator have
to be replaced by their semiclassical counterparts. At very
high intensities of the field, this replacement is very good.

The SC probabilities can also be written as

As regards the kinetic-energy distribution of the frag-
ments it has been shown in Ref. [5] that

(d, a, nfI TI g, v, n, )

(d, a, n/I rIE')(EIg, v, n;)= (a Fg, —n;I—i. cu)
K a+I x

Pdn gU~ (&~I)SC—Pd gu (&~I)~ (24)
(30)

with I giving the average number of initial photons n, , Usu-
ally, the initial and final number of photons is not known in
the experiment; only the difference An. =n; —nf is known.
We could start with a coherent description for the initial state
of the field and a number representation for the final state.
This mixed representation is useful for describing the photo-
dissociation. Obviously, our final formula has to be summed
over nf and averaged over the initial phase of the field since
it is usually not known (for a random-phase-coherent field).
This averaging procedure gives us a Poisson distribution in-

sofar, from Eq. (16) with u= InIexp(i@),

1 f2+.

( Td;g. ~. ~l') = d@;I«e n/I T g v ~;)I'.

with ~ a reduced T-matrix operator related to the projection
operators over all continuum states connecting the IK) states
to the physical final continuum states; IIC) labels the field-
induced resonances with complex energies Fz —iI z/2; that
is, they are the eigenstates of an optical potential and repre-
sent the dressed states of the problem. The overlaps

(KI gv, n) describe the preparation of the initial state. Ac-
cording to Eq. (25), the kinetic-energy distribution for inco-
herent light is also weighted by a Poisson distribution and
gives the incoherent cross section

2 7TCO
x'd".',

~

~(a; cu, I) = g I(n; n;) I (e —F,—n,fire).I „„.=0

= 2 l(n;I~, )l'l(d e.n/ITlg v n;)I'
n;=0

(25)
x . , (31)

(d, e, n, I rIrC)(ZI g, v, n, ) '
8 Eg+ LV~/2

P'"',.~. .~(~,I) = 2 P".", ,...(~ I) l(n, l ~;)I'. (26)

gives

P'd".',
~

~(co,I) = g Pd' ', "(co,I) g I(n;In;)I, . (27)

with

With these conditions, we get photodissociation probabilities
for incoherent light. Thus, we have from Eqs. (23)—(25) that,
in the SC approximation,

where we have multiplied Eq. (25) by the factor 2'/(AF;)
with F; being the incident light flux (I/fi. cu). The sum over

nf has been included since usually the number of photons
remaining in the field is not known. This quantity is the one
to be compared with the experimental kinetic-energy distri-
butions. Depending on the intensity of the field, the number
of IK) states contributing to the sum over IC will increase
dramatically and therefore this distribution will display a
strong interference structure. Another interesting aspect of
this equation comes from the sum over nf and average over
n; . An interference structure is obtained for each of their
values and is different for each An.

All of these general results can be better understood in the
weak-field regime which is the subject of Sec. II C.
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C. Weak-field regime

By starting from Eq. (16) in the form

(d, e, nfl' lg. U. ~,) = 2 (d.e.n/17 lg. v. n;)(n;I ~;)
n;=0

(32)

(d, e, nfl Tl g, v, n;)

(d, e,n, lvlg, v, n, )= (e E—,—n;fi co)

l dnf, g Un, .

(38)

and considering the first order in the perturbation series of
the T operator, T= U, we can directly obtain the width of the
quasibound state (g, v) for this photodissociation process.
Thus, by including the sum over nf and average over n; and
after integration over the initial phase, we get the incoherent
width for this level,

This expression can be deduced from Eq. (30) in the
weak-coupling limit, where the IRA holds, substi-
tuting lK) lg, v, n;), I I'",„,Ez F,„=F. ,+n, fico

+ As, „(where 6 is the energy shift of the level), r~ V, and

observing that the sum over K is reduced to only one term,
In these conditions, Eq. (31) can be rewritten as

r„'";, ~(~, /)= g r'„'„" „„(~,/)l(n, l~;)I', (33)

2 7TCO
x'd".;,

~

~(e; co, /) = g l(n;l u;)l (e —E„—n;fi, cu)I nf, ni= 0

with
l(d, e, n/l Vlg, v, n;)l

X
(e F,„)—+(I ","„) /4

(39)

I"„'„"„„((u,/) = 2~l(d, e,n/l vl g, v, n, ) l'

X 8'(Ed+ n/he@+ e, —Ez, —n;6 co).

The 6 function is a reminder that the coherent width is cal-
culated on-energy shell. From the knowledge of that incoher-
ent width, we could also define an incoherent photoabsorp-
tion line shape by means of the standard definition, that is,
the transition probability per unit time and incident Aux,

where the profile for a resonance is the result of an incoher-
ent sum of profiles (in general, with different signatures)
weighted by a Poisson distribution. In the case An = 1 (ab-
sorption of a single photon) and due to the fact that all
the profiles are in terms of s, the relative kinetic energy,
Eq. (39) is transformed into

2 '7T CO

X'd".' „i i(e; o),I) = (e E,—6o))—

ord
i

i(co) = ctp

r'd"',
i

i(o),I)
(35) l(d, e, ol vlg, U, l)l'

X
(e —E~,„)2+ (r","„')2/4

The functional dependence of the cross section on I has dis-
appeared because to first order the incoherent width is linear
with the intensity and this is canceled by the denominator.

At weak fields, direct photodissociation proceeds mainly
by absorption of a single photon (in this case, 0 n=n;
—nf= 1). Therefore, from Eq. (33), arguing as for Eq. (27)

—~u ~2I d"',
~

~(co,I) = I d""",(r0,I)(1—e ' ), (36)

and a similar expression follows for the absorption line shape

I'„'"",( o), /)
o-'d"',

~
(( co) —co

' (1—e ), (37)

where I d'"", (co,I) is the value for the coherent width for
An = l. Equations (36) and (37) show that these observables
are dependent on the square amplitude

l n,
l

of the field. We
could use these formulae to fit the experimental values and
hence to obtain through Eq. (29) the cavity volume L . In the
derivation of the two last equations, spontaneous emission
has not been taken into account.

Concerning resonance line shapes, we could begin with
the full expression for the T-operator T= U+ VGV where G
is the resolvent operator for the total Hamiltonian H. At
weak fields, the transition matrix element for (g, U, n;)
~(d, e, nf) Is glveil by

X (1 e
—

I ~;I') (40)

where we find again the same factor as in Eqs. (36) and (37).

which is to be compared to the vibrational frequency of the
molecular system. Its value at equilibrium is obtained from
p, d~(R,„)=1.07eao. When cod~ is much less than a vibra-
tional frequency we are in a weak-field regime (WF); if it is
of the same order, we speak about an intermediate regime
(IF) and if it is larger or much larger, the corresponding
regime is strong or very strong (SF or VSF). Thus we can
have an idea of how many vibrational states the light is ex-
citing. Obviously, the wavelength (X) of light (or its excita-

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

A. Field regimes

Before going on to show the results obtained for the
H2+ and D2+ ions, it is important to characterize the field
regime. The simplest criterion is based on the Rabi fre-
quency. For the photodissociation process studied here, the
radiative Rabi frequency (or electronic transition frequency)
cong is

[~dg(~) (cm) )1=117X1o l. Pd, (&) (au)J
X[I (W/cm )]' (41)
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I (W/cm )

3.52x 10
10&o

3.52x 10"
3.52x 10'4

3.52x 10"

codg (cm )

1.9225 x 10'
1.9225 x 10'
1.9225 x 10
1.9225 x 105

1.9225 x 10'

Regime

WF
WF
IF
SF

VSF

1.29x 10
1.29x10 '

1.29
1.29x 10
1.29x 102

TABLE I. Classification of the field regime for several intensities
at k=3296.7 A(k '=3.0309 4X10 cm ') and for the first vibra-

tional states of H2+ . The molecular parameters are:
co„=2358.571 cm ', y= 19.099 cm ' (anharmonicity), and
D=22 522.852 cm ' (well depth). The Rabi frequency cud was
obtained at the equilibrium distance of H2+, R, = 2.0 a.u. , and with

pdg(R, ) = 1.07eao. The values of ~n;~ have been obtained taking
as reference ~n;~ =9.0 for 1=2.45X10' W/cm .

)p -18
E
C3

O
~~
0
Q)~,0-~9
0)
CO
O
C3

O
CL )0 -20
0
V)

tion energy) must also be considered. If the excitation energy
is of the same order of magnitude as the well depth of the
interaction potential of the ions, the number of Floquet
blocks to be included in the calculations has to be much
larger than when the excitation energy is small. Notice that
nothing is said about the laser source: we may be dealing
with a continuous-wave laser or a pulse with a given dura-
tion and where a distribution of intensities is present. Sum-
ming up, in each case we could construct a table to establish
the different regimes as functions of the intensity for a given
wavelength and initial state; this is done in Table I. At WF,
linear effects of the field are present and are related to
energy-shell contributions. Also, Fermi's "golden rule" and
IRA hold. At IF, nonlinear effects of the field begin to appear,
related to off-energy-shell contributions, and nonperturbative
treatments have to be implemented. The RWA still holds and
the IRA begins to fail. For SF and VSF, the IRA and RWA
are no longer applicable; new nonlinear effects are predicted
and observed in this regime such as above threshold disso-
ciation (ATD), bond softening (BS), or vibrational trapping
(VT), etc. Concerning the formal intensity law for multipho-
ton transitions, and within a perturbative treatment, it is very
easy to show that the n-photon transition probability is pro-
portional to I". In our semiclassical formulation, it can be
obtained from the number of open Floquet blocks needed for
convergence; the closed Floquet blocks represent virtual pro-
cesses (kinetic energies of the fragments are negative) and
therefore they must not contribute to the power law of the
intensity.

When a coherent representation of the field is used, the
corresponding expressions are written in terms of the field
magnitude ~n;~ . Since the value of the cavity volume is
needed in Eq. (29), and this value is not usually known, we
obtain it by fitting a theoretical result to an experimental one.
This was done in Ref. [9] and a magnitude of

~ n;~ =9.0 for
k=329.7 nm and I=2.45X10' W/cm was calculated (a
cavity volume of 633 A was obtained in this way). In these
conditions, experimental observation and SC calculations
show that the photodissociation dynamics proceeds mainly
via the absorption of two photons (ATD mechanism). With
this volume, we can calculate what

~
n;~ corresponds to each

intensity. At a given intensity, the same ~n;~ will be used in
the calculations for different k. We have listed in Table I the
values of this quantity at several field regimes.

)0 -21

50 100 150 200 250
Wavelength (nm)

B. Incoherent fight at WF and IF regimes

From inspection of Table I, we see that the magnitude

~n;~ changes by several orders of magnitude when we pass
from one field regime to another. At incoherent WF (for this
system, below 10' W/cm ) and 5 n = 1, the factor

2
(1 —e ~ '~ ) appearing in Eqs. (36), (37), and (40) is very
small, meaning that when one averages over initial phases,
the elimination of constructive phase interference leads to a
very inefficient absorption process. If we move to the IF
regime (between 10' and 10' W/cm ), that factor is re-
sponsible for a strong attenuation of the different observables
(widths, absorption line shapes, and resonance profiles). For
example, at l=1.89X10' W/cm, the values of these ob-
servables are one half of their coherent values. Physically,
this means that using incoherent light the maximum of ab-
sorption decreases dramatically but the lifetimes of reso-
nances (inversely proportional to widths) increase. This be-
havior is illustrated in Fig. 1 where we display coherent
(solid line) and incoherent (dashed line) photodissociation
line shapes [Eq. (37)] for the v =0, j= 1 level of the Hz+
ground electronic state and using a laser of intensity
1.7X10' W/cm . At this intensity we are in the limits of
applicability of the RWA and Eq. (37) because neighboring
resonance (v = 1,2,3. . . ;j= 1) begins to overlap.

As has been previously mentioned, in an IF regime, off-
energy-shell contributions lead to nonlinear behavior of the
dissociation rates as a function of intensity. From a numerical
point of view, SC calculations involving one Floquet block
have to be performed avoiding the use of perturbative ex-
pressions. For this goal, we have used a procedure based on
a generalization of the artificial channel method. In particu-
lar, two artificial channels are introduced. The first one, a
continuum channel, is added in order to transform the half-
collision problem into a full collision one. The second one, a
bound channel, plays the role of the true initial unperturbed
molecular state, weakly coupled to the total molecular-field

FIG. 1. Absorption cross section for the initial state
(v=0 j= 1) of H2+ at I= 1.7X10' W/cm using coherent light
(solid line) and incoherent light (dashed line).
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several continuum states are energetically accessible and
each coherent probability is much less than 1. We have
shown in a recent paper [9] that the SC probabilities may
then differ enormously from phase-averaged or incoherent
probabilities.

Experimentally, multiphoton fragmentation has been car-
ried out by using intense 532 nm, 100 ps laser pulses. With a
peak intensity below 50 TW/cm, the measured dissociation
fraction is less than 0 2. In our SC calculations, for
I= 1.7X 10' W/cm a dissociation fraction of about 0.2 and
0.1 is obtained for coherent and incoherent light.

C. Incoherent light at SF and VSF regimes

Very recently [10,11], the isotope effect in the H2+ and
D2+ fragmentations by intense laser fields have shown some
interesting results concerning two new photodissociation
mechanisms of VT and BS. An isotope separation mecha-
nism has been proposed in the first work [10] and, in the
second one [11],a new interpretation of the BS mechanism
has also been proposed as an alternative to that given origi-

nally [2].In both cases, peak intensities of the pulses must be
very igh h 10"&1~10"W/cm . In our experience, the RWA
and IRA are not strictly applicable at these intensities even at
wavelengths of about 120 nm, where the maximum of ab-
sorption is found [5].It seems to us inappropriate to focus on
the study of widths of isolated field-induced resonances in-
sofar, after Eq. (31), relative kinetic-energy distributions
show a strong mixing structure of such resonances. It should
be better to treat isotope fragmentation using the theory de-

'llveloped here. Here, relative kinetic-energy distributions wi
be shown in order to illustrate these statements.

One of the intensities proposed for the isotope separation
has been I=1.25X10's W/cm2 at k=120 nm (around the
maximum of absorption) and for an initial state of U =2 and

j= 1. In Figs. 2, we plot in arbitrary units the corresponding
kinetic energy distributions for Hz+ using only one Floquet
block [Fig. 2(a)] and a converged calculation with five Flo-
quet blocks [Fig. 2(b)], both obtained from Eq. (31) to in-
clude incoherence effects. The same is plotted for D2+ in
Figs. 2(c) and 2(d), respectively. We observe that, for the
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rnultiblock case, contributions from the one-photon absorp-
tion channel are the most important but that consideration of
only the (g, n;= 1)—(d, n/=0) block is not adequate because
the interference among the vibrational levels of the same g
state is important at such an intensity and wavelength. In
other words, the IRA does not hold in those conditions.

In Ref. [5] we showed that for the lowest vibrational level
(v=0,j= 1), the corresponding profile was Lorentzian be-
cause the interference coming from the other vibrational lev-
els and the other Floquet blocks was not important enough to
noticeably disturb it (this is also in accordance with Ref.
[16]).The higher vibrational levels produced Fano-type pro-
files, but important modifications of their line shapes and
locations were observed leading to a complicated peak and

dip pattern which cannot be easily correlated with the set of
vibrational levels. Due to their strong coupling with light,
they appeared to be nearly equally spaced; the anharmonicity
was washed out by the field. Similar results are observed for
Hz+ and its isotope D2 in the present converged calcula-
tions. In addition, here we are adding in accordance with Eq.
(31), over weighted initial states and over final states, so that
the patterns of final distributions have added complexity.
Therefore, instead of analyzing widths of isolated field-
induced resonances, we have found it is more appropriate to
focus on global properties (for example, cross sections or
branching ratios as in Ref. [11]).We find that these argu-
ments remain valid after accounting for incoherence effects.

Finally, in Fig. 3, we show the same kind of distributions
for H2 with different initial states: (a) (v=0,j= 1) (b)
(v =1 j= 1), and (c)(v =2 j= 1) for X=532 nm and I=50
TW/cm (for v )2, the contribution is five or more orders of
magnitude smaller). Results were obtained from Eq. (31).
The laser conditions correspond to the experimental ones. It
must be noted that the initial state (v = O,j= 1) provides the
main peak of this distribution; the other ones contribute very
little since their values are smaller by several orders of mag-
nitude, particularly for the initial (v = l,j= 1) state. More-
over, in Fig. 3(a), we observe that the peaks are positioned at
0.26, 0.64, 1.0, and 1.3 eV although their respective intensi-
ties are quite different. The two prominent peaks (at 0.26 and
1.3 eV) are separated by about fico/2=1. 16 eV and corre-
spond to the two protons equally sharing the kinetic energy

gained by absorbing a single photon. The intensity ratio be-
tween both peaks is 56. Similar features are observed in the
experimental distribution [2]. In the mentioned experiments,
the H2+ ion was formed in several vibrational states with
different populations (from v = 0 up to v = 6) and therefore a
direct comparison cannot be carried out. However, the first
two peaks observed in the experimental kinetic-energy dis-
tribution can be regarded as coming from v = O,j= 1 since
this state gives the most important contribution.

IV. CONCLUSIONS

Starting with the description of diatomic photodissocia-
tion by quantized light, we have discussed the use of the
number and coherent representations of the electromagnetic
field, to account for the differences between dissociation for
coherent and incoherent light sources.

Calculations for H2
+ and D2

+ were based on the solution
of Floquet equations in a semiclassical limit for the field,
valid for the high intensities (multiphoton phenomena) of
interest.

The theory makes clear that large differences are to be
expected in cross sections at weak-, intermediate-, and
strong-field regimes. Magnitudes are very noticeably de-
creased by field phase averaging for weak and intermediate
fields.

Details of the final distributions of kinetic energies of
fragments, which are measurable properties, are found to de-
pend on the interference of resonances at high intensities,
with the interference effects remaining even after averaging
over field phases to account for light incoherence. The cal-
culated kinetic-energy distributions show features (spacings)
present in the experimental distributions and confirm previ-
ous theoretical results within the number representation.
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